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Abstract
Background: Combining existing data sets for meta-analyses enables analyses across multiple contexts
and conditions. However, the use of different measurement instruments in different studies hampers
comparability. This paper proposes a novel method to link tools administered across multiple studies.

Methods: The proposed methodology starts by forming equate groups, i.e., sets of items from different
instruments with similar meanings. We �t the Rasch model to all data, with the additional restriction that
items within the same equate group obtain identical di�culty estimates. The main modelling task is to
divide equate groups into active (where the restriction holds) and passive (without the restriction) groups.
We studied the method's performance in a simulation study and illustrated its practical application to
early childhood development.

Results: If we treat all equate groups as passive, the di�culty estimates of the identical items are unduly
affected by differences in abilities between the study samples. On the other hand, when abilities are
similar across samples, it is safer to set all equate groups to passive because any mis-speci�ed equate
groups can lead the restricted model to underperform. Our method deals with the common case between
these two extremes where 1) we suspect a priori ability differences between samples, and 2) at least
some of the items are equivalent across instruments.

Conclusions: Our equating method presents a �exible alternative to the classic common-item
nonequivalent-group design for existing data. We conclude that equate groups are an economical and
exciting concept that enables insightful statistical analysis from seemingly disparate data sources. 

Background
Aggregating data from multiple studies into a single data set to conduct meta-analyses of person data in
an integrative manner has become a common practice that enables researchers and funding
organizations to synthesize �ndings across multiple contexts and conditions [1, 2]. The use of existing
data can yield valuable information without the �nancial and time investment required to gather new
data. However, studies collect patient-reported outcome data by different multi-item instruments validated
in other languages, cultures and contexts, even when measuring the same underlying construct.
Examples from medical research include health-related quality-of-life instruments and depression scales
[3]. The challenge is to integrate the empirical data to express the study outcomes on the same scale.
This paper describes a solution to create a common scale for a common construct using data obtained
from different samples assessed with different instruments that share common items.

A measurement model speci�es the relation between measured items and a latent construct. The Rasch
model is a fundamental measurement model that speci�es the probability of passing an item as a
function of the di�culty of the item and the person's ability [4]. The model is of great practical use for
achieving comparability. Suppose that our data consist of item responses collected on different
instruments measuring the same construct in one sample of persons. In that case, a Rasch analysis can
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obtain both di�culty and ability estimates for all items and all persons on a common scale. Suppose
now that we create two new instruments from the items that �t the model. Instrument A contains only
easy items, and instrument B consists of di�cult items. We administer A to a sample of low ability (e.g.
younger children) and B to a more mature sample. Even though both instruments and samples differ, we
are still able to estimate the ability of each person in both samples on the same scale. However, without
the set of di�culty estimates from the �rst sample, the scales of A and B would be unconnected, and we
cannot get scores on a common scale. The problem is that there is no overlap between either the
instruments or the samples. Instruments or samples need to be linked in some way. The Rasch model is a
way to create linkages.

In this paper, we will focus on a situation where different instruments administered in the same and
different settings share common items that are not strictly equivalent, requiring innovative extensions to
existing methods to link them. When common items across different measurement instruments are
identical, one may implement the common-item nonequivalent groups design or the nonequivalent
anchor test (NEAT) [5, 6]. Equating this kind of data is also known as vertical equating or vertical scaling
[7]. Test equating is a statistical method to convert scores obtained from different instruments to the
same scale. If successful, we may compare scores from one instrument to scores obtained by another.
Various equating methods exist, for example, transformation methods and �xed parameter calibration [5].

Transformation methods �t a separate Rasch model to each instrument and adjust either the person
parameters (i.e. ability) or the item parameters to align the scales. Transformation methods applied to
person parameters are well developed and work best for samples with similar abilities. Examples of such
methods include simple equipercentile equating and more advanced chain equating, and post-
strati�cation equating [5, 6, 8]. Transformation methods for item parameters are less well developed. In a
Rasch model, the parameters from one instrument can be rescaled onto the scale of the second
instrument by linear transformations as δBi = ZδAi + V, where δBi is the di�culty of item i in
instrument B and δAi is the di�culty of item  in instrument A. Z and V are constants [9]. Speci�cation of
reasonable values for Z and V is still an open problem.

Fixed parameter calibration is a linking method focused on the item parameters, also known as pre-
equating [10]. In �xed parameter calibration, different instruments are linked by �xing the item di�culties
to known calibration values for a common set of anchor items. This method assumes that the remaining
items �t the same model, and it requires prior information.

Both transformation methods and �xed parameter calibration require separate parameter estimation
procedures for each instrument, which are cumbersome to apply when different studies administered
different instruments. Concurrent calibration is an alternative that attempts to estimate the item
parameters for all instruments simultaneously. Concurrent calibration works from the merged data from
all study samples by stacking common items from different instruments into the same column to form a
"common item link". Item x from instrument A forms a common item link with the same item x from
instrument B. We place the respondents' responses on item x from instrument A and B into the same
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column for model estimation. The combined data typically have many missing values because some
items were administered to respondents from one study only and some only to the other. We may then
use the resulting calibrations for comparing study samples without the need for post-processing or
transformations [11]. Several authors have warned that concurrent calibration with stacking may not
work well with items that cover a wide range of di�culties and when the number of common items is
small [5, 12]. Others pointed out that it might be better to have fewer, tightly linked common items that are
well-distributed across the range of di�culties [13].

Concurrent calibration with stacking is an attractive option, but its application requires making a strict
distinction between items that are indeed the same in different instruments and items that differ. In
reality, when instruments have been developed, adapted and translated for different samples and
contexts, this dichotomy becomes somewhat blurry. Items measuring the same skill but from different
instruments may have been adapted to suit the local context, language and format (e.g. the number of
response options). Such changes may or may not affect the measurement properties of the item.
Moreover, if we administer two instruments with a common item to a single sample, we have no place to
store both responses in the merged observation-item matrix. A solution to these issues is to equate the
relevant parameters of the measurement model, for example, as previously proposed in the context of
multiple correspondence analysis [14]. For a Rasch model, an equality constraint restricts di�culty
estimates to be identical, thus forming common item links between different instruments without putting
the common items into the same column. Equating is considerably more �exible than data merging, and
the process of �nding an adequate set of equate items is a distinct modelling task. Once we have
selected a suitable collection, applying equality constraints in a Rasch model enables mapping and
linking multiple samples and instruments onto one common scale.

This article explores a method to link different instruments of the same construct administered in
sometimes the same, but mostly different study samples. The next section describes the procedure in
more detail. We use a small simulation study to investigate the performance of the Rasch model under
equating and illustrate the new method in an application to existing measurement data of early child
development across multiple studies and contexts.

Methods
The methodology to generate a common scale that links data from different samples across different
multi-item instruments starts with collecting item-level data from multiple studies on the same construct.
We then need to synchronize variable names and scoring formats across studies. After harmonization,
we locate connections between study samples and measurement instruments. Two samples connect
when they use the same tool. Samples could also connect indirectly via a third sample. Connections via
the same instruments are natural links because identical items occur in both samples. In the absence of
natural links, subject-matter experts identify potential bridges across studies by placing items into groups
based on similarity. We use the term “equate group” to refer to a group of items that measure the same
feature in (perhaps slightly) different ways.
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Figure 1 displays items from three different instruments that measure child development. The tools
contain several common items that are measured in multiple instruments but also unique items.
Common items are part of an equate group, as displayed by the arrows between them. In the example,
there is one (common) item that is equivalent in all three instruments (i.e. walks alone). The item "sits
without support" occurs in both the �rst (i.e. blue) and the second (i.e. green) instrument, and the item
"claps hands together" appears in the second (i.e. green) and third (i.e. orange instrument). When we
administer each instrument in a different study, we can link these by placing common items in the same
column and estimate the model with concurrent calibration. However, linking through data reorganization
is not always possible. For example, in Fig. 1, the �rst and second instrument is administered in the same
study. We cannot place the two responses on the early two instruments into the same column. In
situations like these, the equate group method provides a more �exible way to link items used in the
model. Eekhout & van Buuren use this generic strategy to connect 16 studies measuring child
development [15].

Both statistical information and subject matter experts’ input provide the basis of the assignment of
items to eligible equate groups. An equate group can be either passive or active. An active equate group
links items across instruments by restricting item di�culty estimates to be identical. A passive equate
group does not enforce this restriction. Equate group status is initially unknown and should be
determined as part of the modelling effort. This �exibility in testing and modifying the equate groups is
an excellent strategy for improving comparability. In general, high quality equate groups contain items
that function similarly in different tests. We evaluate similarity based on face validity and statistical
measures, like in�t and out�t. In this way, we have the �exibility to assess the goodness of an equate
group for items that are not quite identical, such as "says three words" and "says �ve words" in Fig. 1.
Since we store those items in separate columns, it is possible to test whether they can be equated or not
without re-organizing the data.

The Rasch model models the probability of passing an item as a logistic function of the difference
between each person's ability and the di�culty of the item as follows:

Pni =
exp βn − δi

1 + exp βn − δi

where Pni is the probability of passing item i , δi is the item calibration dependent on the attributes of
item , i.e. the di�culty of item i and βn depends on the attribute of person n, i.e. the ability of the person.
[16] The log-odds that a person with ability βn answers an item with di�culty δi correctly is the

difference between the person's ability and the item's di�culty βn − δi .

We extended the Rasch model to facilitate the use of equate groups. This extension requires that item
di�culties of similar items should be identical. Wright and Stone present a simple method to equivalate

( )
( )

( )
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the di�culty between two test forms with common item links [16]. In their case, this is done by estimating
the shift in di�culty as the weighted average of di�culty differences of the linking items and using this
weighted average to align the di�culties of the test forms. Wright and Stone align the scales after �tting
separate Rasch models to each instrument, similar to the transformation methods described previously.
We adopt their method for concurrent estimation, leading to a constrained Rasch model. In particular,
suppose that δi is the di�culty of each item in the equate group, l is the number of items in the equate
group and wi is the number of respondents with an observed score on item i. We apply the constraint δq
= δifor all i during concurrent model estimating, where

δq =
∑ l

iδiwi

∑ l
iwi

is the combined di�culty of the items in the equate group.

The modelling task consists of selecting the items that best �t the Rasch model and activating equate
groups that bridge all instruments. We recommend to exclude items with less than ten observations in the
smallest category. As a modelling strategy, we advise an iterative procedure that balances between
preserving the best items, using active equate groups that perform well and bridge all instruments and
reasonable distributions of the latent scores in the study population. We diagnose the �t of the model by
the quality of equate groups through �t measures and visualizations. We also evaluate the plausibility of
the latent variable's distribution and the in�t of the items. An important assumption underlying equate
groups is that the items in the group work in the same way across the different study samples, i.e., there
is no differential item functioning. This assumption is critical for active equate groups because when it is
not met, restricting the di�culty parameters to be equal across studies may introduce unwanted bias in
comparisons between study samples [17, 18].

To estimate the constrained Rasch model, we developed new software in an R package called dmetric
[19]. This package contains various tools to work with equate groups (see Appendix A for code). The
rasch() function in dmetric package extends the rasch.pairwise.itemcluster() function from the sirt
package [20, 21]. The dmetric package also includes functions that calculate �t measures for items and
equate groups and that visualise item response curves. At the time of writing, dmetric is not yet available
on CRAN. For the time being, please contact the authors for access to the package.

Simulation

Objective
Previous simulation studies have investigated the performance of concurrent calibration methods
compared to transformation methods, for example, or the performance of concurrent calibration across
different ability distributions [12, 22–24]. Here, we conducted a simulation study to investigate the quality
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of the constrained solution using equate groups as a function of the measurement range of the
instruments, the number of equate groups, the location of equates along the scale and the difference in
abilities between samples under various amounts of misspeci�cation.

Simulation design
Data were simulated for two or three instruments, and each instrument consisted of 10 unique items plus
additional items in equate groups. Table 1 presents a summary of the simulation design. The item
di�culties (δi . . l) varied in three simulation conditions. Di�culties of items could overlap, i.e. be in the
same range for both instruments, or could not overlap, where only the items in the equate groups
connected the instruments. Where the di�culties did not overlap, the di�culties of the items could be
close to one another or not. Accordingly, the range of item di�culties of the instruments (1) did not
overlap and were not close: [-5,-3] and [3, 5]; (2) did not overlap but were close: [-3,-0.1] and [0.1,-3]; or (3)
overlapped: [-2,1] and [-1,2]. The number of equate groups was 1, 2 or 5. Depending on the number of
equate groups, we added items to the second instrument with item di�culties that were present in the
�rst instrument. The sensitivity to the speci�cation of "wrong" equate groups was investigated by
gradually increasing the difference between di�culties of items in one of the equate groups, starting at 0
(no deviation) to 2 logits, with steps of 0.1 logits.

We varied the locations of the equate groups. We suspected that the best locations for equates would be
relatively far apart and would cover a wide range of the scale. Equate groups were placed in the centre of
the instruments, in the range of one instrument but not in the other, spread equally over both instruments,
or at the end of one instrument. Furthermore, we varied two conditions for the person abilities. Both
samples had the same ability in the �rst condition: normally distributed with N(0 ~ 1). In the second
condition both samples had different abilities: normally distributed with a mean difference of 2, so N(-1 ~ 
1) and N(1 ~ 1). In the condition with three instruments, we simulated samples that were sensitive at
distinct ranges, at N(-1.5 ~ 1), N(0.5 ~ 1) and N(2.5 ~ 1).

Given the set of items and di�culty parameters, we simulated a data set with 1000 rows per instrument
and one column for each item in the instruments. The person ability settings and the item di�culty
settings were used in the sim.raschtype function of the sirt package to generate the data (see R code in
Appendix A) [20]. A Rasch model was �tted on the full data to obtain the true di�culty parameters for the
reference situation where all items were administered to all respondents. Subsequently, the data were
split such that 1000 persons had data for the �rst instrument, another 1000 for the second and, if the
condition required, another 1000 for the third instrument. Two additional Rasch models were �tted to
these data: one model where the equate group items had the same di�culty, and another model where all
item parameters were estimated freely (i.e. no equate groups were indicated). The estimated di�culties
from these two Rasch models were compared to the true reference item di�culties from the full data.
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Table 1
Summary of the conditions in the simulation design

Parameter Variation Number
of
variations

Number of instrumentsa 2 or 3 2

Di�culty ranges for the
items in the instruments (
δi . . l)

- No overlap: [-5,-3] and [3, 5]

- Close: [-3,-0.1] and [0.1,-3]

- Overlap: [-2,1] and [-1,2]

3

Number equates 1, 2, or 5 3

Location equates - In the center of the instruments

- In range of one instrument (not the other)

- Evenly spread over both instruments

- At the extreme end of the instruments

4

Equate misspeci�cation Di�culty deviation of 0 to 2 logits with steps of 0.1 21

Abilities (βn)b - Equal: N(0 ~ 1)

- Different: N(-1 ~ 1) and N(1 ~ 1) (2 instruments) or
N(-1.5 ~ 1),N(0,5 ~ 1), and N(2,5 ~ 1) (3 instruments)

2

Note: a Each instrument contained 10 items, with additional equate items. b Data were generated for
1000 persons per instrument.

Comparing the model performance
The quality of the scaling of the di�culties for the two (or three) instruments was evaluated using two
statistical measures: the correlation and the misalignment. The correlation (ρ) was calculated between
the true di�culty parameters and the estimated di�culty parameters obtained from the models with and
without equate groups. Higher correlation corresponds with modelled estimates closer to the scale of the
true di�culties.

The misalignment (γ) was measured by estimating the vertical distance between two lines (Fig. 2). One
line presents the regression of modelled di�culty estimates for instrument A with the true di�culty
parameters. The second line is the regression of estimates for instrument B. The coe�cient for
misalignment captures whether the estimated di�culty parameters for the instruments are aligned to the
same scale and we estimate it by

δ = c +  βδ̂ +  γz 
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where δ is the true di�culty parameters of the items, c is the constant, β is the coe�cient for δ̂ which are
the estimated di�culties, and γ is the mis-alignment for the instruments z. A larger coe�cient indicates
more misalignment of the di�culty estimates between the instruments.

Results

Correct equate group speci�cation
Table 2 displays a summary of the most important �ndings from the simulation study. Appendix B
provides a full tabulation of the results. In the scenario where the equate groups were correctly speci�ed,
the model with the equate groups correlated larger than 0.990 with the true di�culties. The model without
equate groups had correlations with the true di�culties that were smaller than 0.850 in the conditions
where di�culties were close or overlapping, and sample abilities were different. The location of the
equate groups and the amount of equate groups did not affect the results. We found similar trends for
misalignments. When sample abilities differed, the misalignment was > 1.75 logits for the model without
equate groups, compared to < 0.35 logits for the model with equate groups. Figure 3presents an example
of such a condition. In the model without equate groups, the di�culty estimates for one instrument are
structurally larger than the truth (solid line). The di�culty estimates for the other are structurally lower
than the truth. Accordingly, instruments are not aligned (y = 1.94) and correlation is 0.85. With equate
groups, the estimated di�culties of both instruments are higher than the truth, have near-perfect
alignment (y= -0.03) and high correlation with the true di�culties (ρ = 0.99).

Table 2
Simulation study results to compare the model with equate groups to the model without equate groups.

    No Equate groups With Equate groups

Di�culties Abilities ρ γ ρ γ

No overlap Equal 0.997 0.625 0.999 0.161

Close Equal 0.996 0.394 0.999 -0.010

Overlap Equal 0.996 0.132 0.998 0.032

No overlap Different 0.963 2.460 0.997 0.243

Close Different 0.832 2.090 0.999 0.000

Overlap Different 0.779 1.810 0.998 -0.008

Note: ρ is the correlation between the estimated and the true di�culties, γ is the mis-alignment. The
results are averaged over the other conditions.

Equate group misspeci�cation 
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An equate group is misspeci�ed if its items have different di�culties. If differences are large, such
misspeci�cation can affect the performance of the model. Appendix C shows the misspeci�cation in
logits that caused the model without equate groups to outperform the model with equate groups on
correlation and mis-alignment, respectively.

A small difference between di�culties in an equate group still results in a better model with equate
groups, than not using equate groups at all. However, when the difference between di�culties in an
equate group increases, i.e. mis-speci�cation is larger, the model performs better when equates are not
used. This is especially true when the sample abilities are the same between groups. Nevertheless, when
sample abilities were different, the model with one incorrectly speci�ed equate group (i.e. one out of one,
two or �ve) still performed better than the model without any equate groups up to misspeci�cation of 1.7
logits. Also, when the sample abilities were the same, and di�culties of the instruments were not
overlapping or close, the model with equate groups was sometimes better than the model without equate
groups, for a mis-speci�cation up to about 0.5 logits. When the di�culties overlapped, the model without
equate groups mostly outperformed the model with equate groups with a mis-speci�cation equal or larger
than 0.2 logits.

Illustrative example
To illustrate the methodology in practice, we applied the Rasch model to three example studies. These
studies were part of a larger project to construct a generic score for child development (D-score)
performed by the Global Child Development Group (GCDG) [25][26]. These studies were the "Netherlands
1" study, the "Ethiopia" study and the "Colombia 2" study [27][28][29]. The studies used different tools to
measure child development. The "Netherlands 1" study gathered longitudinal data for 55 items from the
Dutch Development Instrument (DDI) on 2038 children aged 0–2 years [30]. The "Ethiopia" study collected
scores on 177 items from the Bayley Scales of Infant and Toddler Development, third edition (Bayley-III)
on 506 children aged 1–4 years [31]. The "Colombia 2" study contained data from multiple instruments:
99 items from the Ages and Stages Questionnaire (ASQ), 84 items from the Denver Developmental
Screening test (Denver), and 231 items from the Bayley-III, on 1311 children aged 0.5–3.5 years [32][33].
In general, children received subsets of items suited for their age.

Previous research on the DDI identi�ed that the Rasch model provided a good summary of child
development scores [25, 34]. To obtain a measurement model on the combined data, we �tted the Rasch
model on the combined data, with and without active groups. We applied a strict item selection based on
the �t of the items to the Rasch model to select only the best items for the combined scale. Accordingly,
items were removed based on item in�t and out�t (z-score > 0) until the model contained only items with
excellent �t. The �tted model included 185 remaining items: 31 ASQ items, 84 Bayley-III items, 53 DDI
items, and 17 Denver items. Eleven candidate equate groups were carefully selected based on expert
judgement as part of the GCDG project. Also, we calculated in�t and out�t statistics for active equate
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groups. The resulting solution connects the studies by eight active equate groups. Table 3 provides an
overview of items per study and how these are connected.

Table 3
Overview of the equates used to link the three studies and four instruments.

  ASQ

31
items

Bayley-III

84 items

DDI

46 items

Denver

17 items

Netherlands
1

N = 2038

Rows = 
16650

    EQ1; EQ2; EQ3; EQ5;
EQ6; EQ8

 

Ethiopia

N = 506

Rows = 
1089

  EQ1; EQ3; EQ4; EQ5; EQ6;
EQ7; EQ8

   

Colombia 2

N = 1311

Rows = 
1311

EQ4;
EQ7

EQ1; EQ3; EQ4; EQ5; EQ6;
EQ7; EQ8

  EQ1; EQ2; EQ1;
EQ8

Note: N indicates the number of children in the study and Rows the number of measurements.

Figure 4 displays the latent ability scores for the model without (top-panel) and with (bottom-panel)
equate groups. The model without equate groups places each ability distribution around the global mean,
thus severely distorting relation with child age. This solution is not suitable for comparing child
development across studies. The model with equate groups resolves these issues and results in one
common scale. One might wonder why Ethiopia and Colombia appear on a similar scale, even without
equate groups. The reason is that these studies have common Bayley-III items. As we may expect, the
estimated item di�culties differ between the models with and without equates. For example, when we
place items "Sit no support" from Denver, "Sits without support (30 sec)" from Bayley-III and "Sit in stable
position without support" from the DDI into an equate group, these have a common di�culty of -9.23. In
the unconstrained model, item di�culties vary widely (-16.37, -16.22, -2.46, respectively), which destroys
the common scale. Figure 5 displays the probability to pass the item by ability for each equate group.
These plots con�rm that differences between the item characteristic curves from the different studies and
instruments are small, as desired.

Discussion
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Combining existing data yields valuable information e�ciently. Such big data psychometrics leads to
new challenges in scale comparability. This paper presents a solution for the problem when strictly
equivalent items across different measurement instruments are lacking. Our method places similar items
into equate groups, determines which equate groups to activate, and estimates di�culty parameters of
items simultaneously for all instruments. All items within an active equate group receive the same
di�culty estimates, thus providing a bridge between different instruments. The equate group method is
more �exible and general than methods based on stacking identical items into the same column of the
data.

The equate group method can be helpful in meta-analyses of individual person data from different
studies that measure the same construct with different instruments. Assuming high-quality equate
groups, the method links data from different sources to the same scale. While our application is in child
development, the method extends to settings where the combination of data sets would offer new
research insights. Examples include the measurement of quality of life, the severity of disabilities,
depression and physical activity. Also, when designing a new study, incorporating strategic overlap with
other studies improves future equate group possibilities.

Equate groups enhance existing methodologies for improving comparability. Standard concurrent
calibration place common-items into the same column [35–38], thereby effectively constraining item
parameters to be identical across studies. For example, the McHorney study developed a common metric
for physical functioning using concurrent calibration, which requires that all studies are linked by
identical common items [36]. Our method applies the constraints within the estimation algorithm. Since
this does not require a speci�c organization of the data, we can easily equate multiple items within and
across studies and within and across instruments. The method offers enough �exibility to deal with
situations where common items are not perfectly identical or less abundant.

To determine optimal equate group composition and status (active or passive) is a new type of modelling
activity. De�ning the optimal combination of equate groups is a part of the modelling process that should
not be taken lightly. Equate-group diagnostics like Fig. 5, may reveal that one or more items do not �t
within the group. In such a case, we may need to remove a mis�tting item from the equate group, split the
equate group into two more homogeneous equate groups, or decide to inactivate the equate group. There
are no cut-and-dried criteria yet for such actions, but, as our simulations show, these decisions may have
substantial effects on the solution. Based on our experience thus far, we make the following
recommendations in working with equate groups. First, collaborate with subject-matter experts to identify
important similarities and differences in item formulations, and ask for a starting assignment of items
into equate groups. Second, assess the quality of active equate groups by studying the correspondence
between the item characteristics curves and calculating equate �t statistics. Third, compare the ability
distributions between studies, and evaluate whether any systematic differences are plausible. Fourth, try
to distribute active equate groups across the full range of the measurement scale. Finally, when the
abilities of the samples are relatively uniform, try a model without any equate groups, and see whether
that solution may be preferable.
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A challenge of the equating methods we describe might be that the items included in the model are
restricted to items that do not show country-level (or study-level) differential item functioning. In essence,
our methodology corresponds to a one-stage meta-analysis with �xed effects for the equate groups. This
is contrary to methods described by von Davier & von Davier [39], where the linking functions used are
less strict, or the methods described in Oliveri & von Davier [40, 41], where the model is adjusted for
country level information in a mixed model. That model is comparable to adding a random effect to allow
for heterogeneity between studies in a meta-analysis [42, 43]. These methods may result in models that
�t a large amount of items, yet with country speci�c parameters, which may be a limitation for global
applications. The strength or our equate group method is, that the model is restricted to the best items
and results in item parameters that are globally interpretable.

The local independence assumption of the Rasch model states that items should be unrelated to each
other, given the latent construct. Violation of local independence may be due to a high correlation within a
person and over�t. We expect that the impact of violations will not be large in practice, but further study is
needed to evaluate the extent of this problem. Another topic for further study could be the extension of
equate group methods to less strict item response models. In a Rasch model, only one parameter (i.e.
item di�culty) needs to be restricted across the items in the equate group. However, in item response
models with more than one parameter (i.e. two or three-parameter logistic models), additional parameters
may have to be restricted across equate group items. To our knowledge, there is yet no method to
accomplish this.

Conclusions
In general, it is e�cient to use and combine existing data sources. However, different sources are often
incomparable. We conclude that equate groups are an economical and exciting concept that enables
insightful statistical analysis from seemingly disparate data sources. We hope that the broader use of
equate groups may advance the utility of existing data for answering new questions.
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Figure 1

Example of three instruments, that can be linked via common items.
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Figure 2

Illustration of the mis-alignment parameter.

Figure 3

Di�culty estimates from model without equate groups (ρ = 0.85; γ =1.94 ) (left) and model with equate
groups (ρ = 0.99; γ =-0.03) (right) where di�culty ranges are close, cohort abilities differ and �ve equate
groups are spread through both instruments. Di�culty estimates are colored by instrument. 
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Figure 4

Latent ability in logits for age for the three illustrative studies. The top panel results from the model
without equate groups and the bottom panel results from the model with equate groups.
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Figure 5

Percentage pass for ability in the illustrative data for the equate groups.
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